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In an er a wher e neur oscience dances with computational ad- 
vances, the po w er to “visualize” one’s thoughts at ima ge-le v el is no 
longer confined to the realm of science fiction. This groundbreak- 
ing image reconstruction from brain signals (IRBS) techniques,
riding the wave of deep learning and large-scale neuroimaging 
datasets, offer an unprecedented perspective for not only neu- 
r ocognitiv e r esearc h but also psyc hiatry. In this short commen- 
tary, I provide a concise introduction to the development of IRBS 
technology and offer a perspective on its potential applications,
current limitations, and future directions in psychiatry. 

Rapid de v elopments of image 

reconstruction techniques in cognitive 

computa tional neur oscience 

Advances in modern neuroimaging techniques have paved the 
way for novel perspectives in understanding human mental pro- 
cesses. One of the most exciting de v elopments in this r egard is 
ima ge r econstruction fr om br ain signals (IRBS), also called “r e- 
constructing the mind’s eye” at ima ge-le v el. IRBS allows us to 
dir ectl y “visualize” subjectiv e thoughts by dir ectl y tr anslating 
brain activity into tangible images. Using complex algorithms and 

sophisticated computational models such as deep learning, re- 
searc hers hav e successfull y tr ansformed m ultidimensional br ain 

activity data measured by functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) and electr oencephalogr a phy (EEG) into a two-dimensional 
visual ima ge (Fig. 1 ). Earl y studies focused on using a combina- 
tion of multiscale local image decoders to reconstruct observed 

contrast patterns (Miy aw aki et al., 2008 ). A k e y shortcoming of 
many modern machine learning models is their heavy reliance 
on large amounts of data, and collecting human brain data is 
notoriousl y expensiv e. In par allel with the de v elopment of pow- 
erful algorithms, neuroscientists have collected unprecedentedly 
lar ge neur oima ging datasets to support the understanding of 
brain function and the development of brain–computer inter- 
faces (Allen et al., 2022 ; Hebart et al., 2023 ). In the deep learn- 
ing er a, r esearc hers switc hed to convolutional neur al networks 
for constr aint-fr ee r econstruction of complex natur al ima ge stim- 
uli (Shen, Horikawa, et al., 2019 ). Also, gener ativ e adv ersarial net- 
works (Khaleghi et al., 2022 ; Mishra et al., 2023 ; Seeliger et al., 2018 ; 
Shen, Dwivedi, et al., 2019 ; Singh et al., 2023 ) and variational au- 
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oencoders (Beliy et al., 2019 ; VanRullen & Red d y, 2019 ; Wakita et
l., 2021 ) have also been used for image generation. The recent
ur ge of lar ge langua ge models also motiv ates r esearc hers to use
ore semantic information in image reconstruction. Examples 

nclude visual-semantic models (Radford et al., 2021 ), and high-
erformance diffusion models (Rombach et al. , 2022 ). W ith state-
f-the-art models and rich neuroimaging data resources, a num- 
er of recent studies are able to reconstruct or generate remark-
bly high fidelity images from brain activity measured by fMRI (Gu
t al., 2023 ; Lin et al., 2022 ; Ozcelik & VanRullen, 2023 ; Scotti et al.,
023 ; Takagi & Nishimoto, 2023 ) and EEG (Lan et al., 2023 ; Singh et
l., 2023 ; Wakita et al., 2021 ; Zeng et al., 2023 ). Ho w e v er, we need to
nter pr et these recent reconstruction results with caution. A re-
ent study pointed out issues in these r esearc h that the results
acked critical assessments and their ov er estimated performance 
as contr ov ersial (see mor e details in Shir akawa et al., 2023 ). In
ddition to the reconstruction of visual stimuli (i.e. observed im-
 ges) fr om br ain activity, some studies hav e also successfull y r e-
onstructed subjective visual experience in the human mind (e.g.
ttention, memory , mental imagery , illusory perception) (Cheng et
l., 2023 ; Horikawa & Kamitani, 2022 ; Koide-Majima et al., 2023 ; Lee
 Kuhl, 2016 ; Shen, Horikawa, et al., 2019 ; Shimizu & Srinivasan,
022 ), whic h r emains a c hallenge to be activ el y explor ed in the
eld of cognitive computational neuroscience, but also provides 
 ast pr ospect in computational psyc hiatry. 

 he pr omise of IRBS in psyc hia try 

ommonly used methods such as standardized questionnaires 
nd behavioral assessments in the diagnosis and treatment of 
sychiatric patients often lack comprehensive precision and can 

ometimes miss subtle yet crucial symptoms. Additionall y, e v en
ith pharmacological treatments and psychotherapy, current ap- 
r oac hes might not account for the individual variability in re-
ponses, leading to non-optimal tr eatment plans. IRBS tec hniques
av e gr aduall y pr ov en their efficacy in healthy human partici-
ants. We belie v e that IRBS tec hniques can be further extended
o understand patients’ minds and the deficits associated with 

syc hiatric disorders. A r ecent study by Cheng et al., 2023 suc-
essfull y r econstructed not onl y the world giv en sensory inputs
ut also visual illusory experiences . T his study suggests that IRBS
School of Medicine/West China Hospital (WCSM/WCH) of Sichuan Uni v ersity. 
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Figure 1: Examples of IRBS. From left to right: reconstructions of shapes and letters (Shen, Horikawa, et al., 2019 ), faces (VanRullen & Red d y, 2019 ), 
natur al ima ges (Scotti et al., 2023 ), and visual illusions (Cheng et al., 2023 ) based on fMRI, and r econstructions of textur es (Wakita et al., 2021 ) and 
objects (Singh et al., 2023 ) based on EEG. Top row: images seen by the participant. Bottom row: reconstruction results from fMRI signals. 

Figur e 2: P otential a pplications of IRBS in psyc hiatry, including the r econstruction of ima ges fr om patients’ br ain signals and the comparisons 
between the healthy control group and the patient group. The example for the seen image is from the NSD dataset (Allen et al., 2022 ), and the 
r econstruction r esult is fr om Ozcelik & VanRullen ( 2023 ). 
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ay hold immense promise for various applications in psychia-
ry, serving as a new window into the mind (Fig. 2 ). This capability
ould be instrumental in uncovering the elusiv e mec hanisms un-
erl ying numer ous mental disorders, whic h hav e been c halleng-

ng to diagnose and treatment due to the inherent subjectivity
nvolved. 

One of the major adv anta ges of this technology is its ability to
rovide a more direct and vivid visualization of subjective visual
xperience . Consider, for example , a condition suc h as sc hizophr e-
ia, which is characterized by visual hallucinations and altered
erceptions of r eality (Liddle, 1987 ; López-Silv a et al., 2022 ). P a-
ients with these conditions often struggle to articulate their sub-
ective experiences, and their accounts may not match the real-
ty understood by others. Using IRBS to visualize these hallucina-
ions provides a direct and objective description of the patient’s
xperience. By translating these hallucinations into tangible im-
ges, clinicians can gain a more accurate and clearer understand-
ng of what patients are thinking, which could greatly improve
he dia gnostic pr ocess. Similarl y, for mood disorders (Struijs et al.,
021 ) and post-traumatic stress disorder (Ehlers et al., 2004 ), de-
oding intrusi ve negati ve thoughts or traumatic memories with
RBS can potentially allow clinicians to better understand the

ental state of their patients, facilitate more effective commu-
ication, and de v elop individualized tr eatment a ppr oac hes. For
ognitive and memory disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease and
ther forms of dementia, visualizing affected memories through
RBS pr ovides pr ofound insights into the intricacies of cognitiv e
ecline. 

Furthermor e, integr ating IRBS with closed-loop neur ofeedbac k
Sitaram et al., 2017 ) offers promising avenues in psychiatry. Neu-
 ofeedbac k can be tailored based on real-time IRBS, allowing pa-
ients to activ el y modulate their br ain activity. Especiall y in con-
itions such as schizophrenia or post-traumatic stress disorder,
atients can potentially “see” and “control” their hallucinations
r tr aumatic memories, whic h leads to innov ativ e ther a peutic in-
erventions. 

urent limitations and future directions 

hile IRBS has tremendous potential, there is still a long way to
o before it can be truly applied to the field of psychiatry. First,
her e ar e some inher ent tec hnical c hallenges of IRBS that need
o be o vercome . On the one hand, curr ent IRBS tec hniques still
ave a long way to go to ac hie v e r eliable and r obust r econstruc-
ion performance for medical applications. On the other hand,
hese tec hniques usuall y r equir e a substantial amount of data for

odel training to produce clearer and more realistic images . T his
uggests that this tec hnology curr entl y r equir es lar ge amounts
f neur oima ging data and high computational r esources, whic h
imits its scalability. There is no doubt that collecting a large
mount of neur oima ging data from patients is more challeng-
ng than from healthy individuals. Second, the effectiveness of
RBS is often influenced by individual variations in brain anatomy
nd function, necessitating personalized models for accurate re-
onstruction. Recent studies on the algorithms for inter-subject
rain signal transformation (Ho et al., 2023 ; Lu & Golomb, 2023 )
pen a new avenue for inter-subject brain–computer interfaces.
xploring how to augment patient neur oima ging data, whether
e can predict functional data from structural data, and building

r oss-individual neur al models ar e tec hnological av enues worth
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pursuing, beyond the primary challenge of accur atel y visualiz- 
ing the mind’s eye . T hird, there might be different criteria cur- 
r entl y av ailable to e v aluate the r esults of IRBS. Ho w e v er, how to
select a ppr opriate criteria to e v aluate the r econstruction r esults 
under different circumstances and how to compare results be- 
tween healthy controls and patients remain issues that need to 
be addr essed. Finall y, the ethical implications also warr ant car eful 
consider ation. Issues of priv acy, consent, and the potential misuse 
of personal mental images are areas that require strict regulations 
to protect individual rights. 

Summary 

The challenges also present opportunities for further r esearc h 

and de v elopment. IRBS r epr esents a po w erful tool for understand- 
ing and treating mental disorders in the future. As we refine the 
technology and navigate the ethical landscape, we envision a fu- 
ture in which psychiatry is enriched by the ability to visualize the 
“mind’s eye,” bridging the gap between subjective experience and 

objective understanding. 
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